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Hey, does the nameBLEEDING ART  from the city of Przemysl ring any bell? No? 

  

No worries, you can easily correct this situation. So, This is a compilation cd featuring the
band`s demo 1997 stuff – Moja Dusza an
d demo 2000 –
In the Eternal Garden of Death
.

  

Also, there are four bonus tracks (live in Radymno).Moja Dusza  are four songs sung in Polish.
Does this song W Mroku
Gwiazd   ring
a bell? 
Yes, this is Mistrz Micinski all over. In short, this demo is amazingly performed old-school death
metal with very good solos.
Plenty of power and imaginativeness in this one. You can tell how technically good the
musicians were at that time. Man, when I listen to this cd I am asking myself why these demos
haven’t been re-released much earlier. 
It took a Japanese label to re-release this excellent band`s music!

  

In the Eternal Garden of Death is their second demo, recorded 3 years later. Interestingly,
this stuff is different as BLEEDING ART  is now exploring
black metal. 

  

Two songs are sung in Polish and two in English.I prefer the English one -W otchłani ludzkich
pragnień .  The solos
sound almost…romantic(!) and the keyboard parts don’t bother at all…since they are skilfully
interwoven with the rest. Well thought-over and well-performed, indeed.
Well,  I can only say these demos do hold up after all those years. Yes,
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BLEEDING ART 
seems forgotten but this cd is a good opportunity to listen to their music again.

  

 Get this cd, this metal music is of excellent quality.

  

  

  

NecronosferatuS
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